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Dear Friends,

I’m so proud and grateful to be here at the helm of the largest Planned Parenthood affiliate in the country, with 35 health centers in 42 counties across California and Nevada.

I’m proud that we had already spent years preparing for an abortion-care catastrophe by the time Roe fell in late June, just before the end of PPMM’s fiscal year.

And I’m grateful that you leaned into helping us get ready.

Your financial support enabled us to act on our plans to build larger health centers near airports and major transportation hubs, train more abortion providers, and expand hours so we can be open whenever our patients need us.

You were with us as we advocated for legislation in California and an executive order in Nevada to protect our states’ abortion providers from legal action launched by abortion-ban states. You played a key role in establishing our youth designer program (Y-LED) and expanding PPMM Education’s innovative game to teach sex ed, ¡Con Confianza!, designed by and for Spanish-speaking students.

Your donation of time – more than 5,000 hours from nearly 400 volunteers and interns – supported all our programs and teams across the entire PPMM affiliate. You shared stories, learned how to advocate for PPMM services, and made our communities healthier.

I’m grateful for and inspired by every dollar, and every hour you’ve donated in the past year.

Thanks to you, our doors were open for local and out-of-state patients, and we’re ready to serve even more people next year.

In this together,

Stacy Cross
President and CEO
161,408 unique patients

65% live below 100% of the Federal Poverty Level (2022 FPL annual income for one person is $13,590)
90% live at or below 200% of the Federal Poverty Level
78% used Medicaid/Medi-Cal/Family PACT/Medicare

348,488 Total visits
264,717 Tests for sexually transmitted infections (STI)
312,076 Reproductive health care visits*
16,294 Breast and cervical cancer screenings
23,656 Abortion procedures (76% medication, 24% on-site)
13,609 Long-acting reversible contraception (LARC) visits
11,907 Pediatric and adult family medicine visits
4,378 Gender affirming care visits
849 Behavioral health visits

Patients may receive multiple services per visit
* Wellness, contraception, pregnancy, gender affirming care, STI testing/treatment and cancer-screening visits.

Ethnicity
- 46% Latinx
- 19% White
- 16% Multi-racial, other, or unknown
- 10% African American
- 8% Asian
- 1% Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander
- 1% American Indian or Alaska Native

Ages
- 10% 19 and under
- 55% 20-30
- 25% 31-40
- 11% 41+

Gender
- 84% Female
- 16% Male
- <1% Identify as “other”
Dr. Jessica Hamilton, associate medical director of abortion services at Planned Parenthood Mar Monte, is an abortion provider who sees our patients in California and Nevada.

She knows, firsthand, how important your support is to the care and well-being of people in the communities she serves.

Recently, she shared three stories about patients who came to Planned Parenthood Mar Monte for the abortion care they needed:

I recently cared for a refugee who came to her appointment with her case worker, and we spoke using an interpreter. She came to the U.S. for asylum, with her children, and she said she could not support another child.

Unfortunately, we do not offer in-center abortion care at her local health center. Usually, we’d refer her to our closest health center with this level of care – which in her case, was 130 miles away. But she was in her second trimester. She would have needed to stay overnight for a two-day procedure. She would also have to find care for her children, travel with her case worker, and find accommodations – the barriers were extraordinary.

Because of the unusual circumstances, we were able to start her procedure at her local health center and see her the next day at our neighboring site.

This woman received the care she needed thanks to your support.

Thanks to you, patients get the care they need
Another patient, a teenager from a rural community in Nevada, had to travel across state lines three times to access abortion care.

We saw her in Nevada, where we routinely do medication abortions, but she was too far along and needed an on-site procedure. We referred her to one of our health centers in California.

She tried to make that drive two separate times. Unforeseen obstacles, like bad weather that closed the roads, kept getting in the way. This delayed her care by more than a month.

I finally saw her in California, one day before her pregnancy was at the age limit for abortion care at PPMM.

Next year, after our new Northern Nevada health center is completed, our Nevada abortion patients won’t have to endure obstacles like this. Thanks to you, we’ll be able to provide on-site abortion care in Nevada, in addition to all our current services.

Sometimes we can’t provide abortion care at any of our health centers. Perhaps a patient’s pregnancy is too far along or there are medical complications.

That’s what happened recently when we saw a patient in her third trimester. She came to us with a deep mistrust of the medical system but needed help. We were able to refer her to a health center in New Mexico for the care she needed.

Because of the trust we established with this patient, she came to us for her first Pap test – and we diagnosed her with cervical cancer. If caught early, treatment can be life-saving, and because we are a trusted provider with longstanding relationships in the local medical community, we were able to quickly refer her to a nearby oncologist who could help treat her cancer.

Stories like this aren’t unusual at PPMM. Because so many people like you are donating, volunteering, and advocating for Planned Parenthood Mar Monte, there’s always a place for people get the care they need – no matter what.
Last year you helped us reach 131,622 people through education and outreach programs, including:

- **14,719** comprehensive sex ed students enrolled in PPMM Digital Learning middle school and high school e-courses (Spanish and English).
- **3,848** people received sex ed and info from PPMM high school peer educators and Spanish-speaking adult volunteers (Promotorx).
- **235** young parents received comprehensive case management, positive youth development coaching, and resource navigation to support their parenting and educational goals.
- **105,220** people were reached via PPMM Outreach Kits, including sex ed info and barrier methods. The kits were distributed by 78 community partners in 25 counties in California and Nevada.

The thing I like most about the [PPMM Sex Ed] course is that it gave us a story with characters while still going over important topics. It gives us an idea on how to help someone in need or even help ourselves.

— 9th grade student, Santa Clara County

I liked how it [PPMM Sex Ed] taught us about gender identities, sexual orientation, human trafficking, and more.

— 9th grade student, San Joaquin County

Something I liked most about the course is how they used characters who are probably going through the same thing kids our age are going through.

— 8th grade student, Monterey County

I liked how it was a fun learning experience. The small quizzes and short videos made this course a lot more interesting and engaging.

— 7th grade student, Alameda County

And that’s not all!

- **26,509** youth and adults (counted in the total on the left) participated in PPMM core programs including Digital Learning, Peer Education, Youth Development, Adult Training, and Community Education.
- **24,168** more people were reached through social media content created by PPMM Education and Y-LED youth designers. Y-LED apply and are selected annually to research, design, and create relevant, impactful, and accessible sex ed content for youth and young adults.
Protecting care in your community

Here are just some of the recently passed bills that PPMM supported to protect our patients and the communities we serve.

**CALIFORNIA**

**AB 2091:** Enhances privacy protections for medical records related to abortion care, such as prohibiting disclosures to law enforcement and out-of-state third parties seeking to enforce abortion bans in other states.

**AB 2134:** Establishes the California Reproductive Health Equity Program, which will give grants to health care professionals who provided uncompensated abortion and contraceptive care to patients with low incomes.

**AB 2223:** Creates clear and consistent guidance regarding existing protections under the Reproductive Privacy Act, to protect people from prosecutions and criminalization of abortion or pregnancy loss.

**SB 1142:** Creates a website with comprehensive and accurate information regarding accessing abortion services in California.

**NEVADA**

Gov. Steve Sisolak signed an executive order strengthening protections for those seeking access to reproductive health care in Nevada. Under the executive order, if services provided are legal in Nevada:

- No executive department agency or employee may provide any information or use time, money, or other resources to assist another state that seeks to impose civil or criminal liability upon a person for receiving, assisting or providing reproductive health care services.

- Health care and other licensed professionals in Nevada must be protected by state oversight boards and commissions and should not be disqualified or disciplined in Nevada based on penalties threatened or imposed under the laws of another state for reproductive health care services.

- The office of the Governor will decline any request received from another state to issue a warrant for the arrest or surrender of any person charged with a criminal violation of a law of that state if the violation alleged involves reproductive health care services.
Volunteers for growth

FY22 volunteer stats:
4,247 Planned Parenthood Mar Monte (PPMM) hours
756.5 Planned Parenthood Advocates (PPAMM) hours
310 unique PPMM volunteers
86 unique PPAMM volunteers
200 intern hours
2 unique interns

I chose to volunteer for PPMM because I am very passionate about women’s reproductive health and rights. After I did a little research on PPMM, I realized that a lot of my beliefs and values aligned with the organization, and I really liked the work that they had been doing over the years.
– Lisha, storyteller and research volunteer in San Jose

I love PPMM because my whole life I struggled to feel supported and heard by a provider. After visiting PPMM, I am grateful to have a provider who cares so much about me, my well-being, and future. PPMM is always fighting for me and now it’s my turn to return the favor and fight for them!
– Cristina, Young Philanthropist Cohort, ambassador, and storyteller volunteer in Sacramento

There is so much work to be done, and I want to support the amazing activists and leaders within reproductive advocacy.
– Eve, UC Davis PPGenAction leader

PPMM cares no matter what – supporting, educating, and fighting for people’s health and well-being in our communities! PPMM has encouraged me to also nurture and take part in the community.
– Adriana, Public Affairs intern in Reno

I have learned so many great things from being an intern at PPMM. I hope to use my new planning, collaborating, and implementing skills in the future to make a difference in my community and make it a safer place.
– Toria, Public Affairs intern in Reno

I value reproductive autonomy because it ensures that I can fulfill my career goals and aspirations. It’s incredibly fulfilling to be able to work with Planned Parenthood, a national leader in reproductive advocacy, and help make an impact.
– Tanvi, research and phone-bank volunteer

My inspiration for volunteering with PP stems from a high school experience. My friend got pregnant at 15. We lived in New Mexico and even though it was 1972 (before Roe v. Wade became law) she got an abortion with no problems. I want abortion rights for all women.
– Glynda, Public Affairs volunteer in Reno
Thank you

We are grateful for the generosity of our donors. Each gift has guaranteed vital health care, sex education, and information to nearly 300,000 adults and children. To view our donor recognition lists, please visit ppmarmonte.org/thankyou.

Thanks to your generosity, we are able to provide so many important services. Because we are the only Planned Parenthood in Northern Nevada, it is integral that we remain open to fulfill the needs of our underserved community. We could not do this without you.
— Bryanne S., Reno

With all the upsetting news in this country, your donations are such a bright spot. Your continued support means so much to all of us. We could not do this important work without you! Thank you!
— Nora E., Fresno

Your gifts make it possible for me to support the next generation of brilliant youth leaders through peer education. In my many years of teaching sex ed, the opportunity to work with such a resourced and dedicated organization is an immense privilege. Thank you.
— N. Sloan, Oakland

Donors like you let us know we matter! Our communities matter! We appreciate you, especially during the current attack on reproductive health care. Thank you for your support.
— Norma I., Bakersfield

Thank you for your generous gift! You help me to provide much needed family medicine/primary care and reproductive health services, especially in areas where there is a shortage of primary care providers and a hostile political climate.
— Jimmy D., San Mateo

We are grateful for your donation, especially during the recent attacks on reproductive freedom. We will not stop caring for all patients that come through our doors. Thank you!
— Jaquelin P., Seaside

Your donations not only allow us to provide life-changing reproductive health and education services, but they remind us that in the face of attacks on reproductive rights we have incredible supporters in our corner. Thank you!
— Lee K., Sacramento

With STI rates at such high levels your donation means we can test people who might otherwise not get tested. Thank you!
— Maureen G., San Jose

Thank you for your generous gift! You help me to provide much needed family medicine/primary care and reproductive health services, especially in areas where there is a shortage of primary care providers and a hostile political climate.
— Jimmy D., San Mateo
Thanks for all that you do to support our patients. You help to ensure that they have access to reproductive health care. Your donations make a difference every day and we are forever grateful.
— Erica C., Fresno

Thank you for your unwavering support, especially during these difficult times. Without your donations we would not be able to provide the quality, life-saving care that our patients need and deserve. Thank you from the bottom of my heart.
— Amy C., Hayward

Thank you for all that you do for PPMM and believing in the work that we provide for the community. With your donations and support, we can help many people every single day.
— Kia V., Sacramento

Thank you for your generosity. We reach community members in new innovative ways through our digital products in our education department, thanks to you. ¡Con Confianza! [PPMM’s digital sex education game created by and for youth] is one of a kind.
— Rosario R., Sacramento

Your contribution will allow PPMM’s staff to continue providing relevant and high-quality health care to the communities that we serve. You have changed the lives of many patients throughout the Mar Monte affiliate. Thank you!
— Ruben C., San Jose

I want to give a huge thank you to our donors. Every dollar we receive helps another person in a big way. From early cervical cancer screening to medically accurate sex education, we’re able to provide care to everyone who comes through our doors!
— Osiris G. L., San Jose

Thank you so much for your kind donations to PPMM. Your donations give our staff the ability to provide reproductive health care to all. We appreciate your support and are forever grateful for your gift. We are all in this together! Thank you!
— Marjorie G., Tracy

A majority of our funding comes from donations. Every dollar counts! You are contributing to our community. We are often the only health care our patients are able to access, so I am very grateful for you.
— Wei-Wei C., San Jose

Thank you so much for supporting PPMM and making it possible for us to provide essential services to our patients! Our patients always express so much gratitude, and none of it would be possible without you!
— Julia J., Mountain View

Thank you for your generous heart – we are grateful for your gift. You’ve made an immense difference supporting better health that leads to a higher quality of life for each patient that comes through our doors.
— Alexandria B., San Jose

Thanks for all that you do to support our patients. You help to ensure that they have access to reproductive health care. Your donations make a difference every day and we are forever grateful.
— Ruben C., San Jose
Our Service Region

CALIFORNIA
1 Alameda County
   Hayward
   Oakland-Coliseum

2 Fresno County
   Fresno:
     Family First
     Fulton Street

3 Kern County
   Bakersfield

4 Madera County
   Madera

5 Merced County
   Merced

6 Monterey County
   Salinas
   Seaside

7 Placer County
   Roseville

8 Sacramento County
   North Highlands
   Sacramento:
     B Street
     Capitol Plaza
     Fruitridge

9 San Joaquin County
   Manteca
   Stockton:
     Eastland Plaza
     North Stockton
     Tracy

10 San Mateo County
    Redwood City
    San Mateo
    South San Francisco*

11 Santa Clara County
   Gilroy
   Mar Monte
   Community Clinic
   (MMCC)
   Mountain View
   San Jose:
     Central
     Blossom Hill
     Eastside

12 Santa Cruz County
   Santa Cruz
   Watsonville

13 Stanislaus County
   Modesto

14 Sutter County
   Yuba City

15 Tulare County
   Visalia

16 Yolo County
   Woodland

NEVADA
17 Washoe County
   Reno
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Katherine Aitken-Young

Secretary
Maria Garcia
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Pam Conelly
Stacy Cross, President & CEO
Reema Dirks, PharmD
Jesse Dorogusker
Alexandra Edwards
Lori Ann Guy
Noah Moss
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Andrés Ramos
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Cole Wilbur
Stella Ying

Sincere appreciation to Dr. Janine Bera, Lisa Bowers, Genoveva Islas, Trig Rosenblatt, and Nicole Winger for their service on PPMM’s board that concluded in FY22.

ppmarmonte.org
twitter.com/ppmarmonte
fb.com/plannedparenthoodmm
instagram.com/ppmarmonte
linkedin.com/company/ppmarmonte
Planned Parenthood Mar Monte delivers vital health care, sex education, and information to adults and children across California and Nevada, regardless of their income, identities, immigration status, beliefs, or zip code.

The stories and information in your PPMM Gratitude Report are only the beginning of what was accomplished last year thanks to hundreds of thousands of patients, education participants, staff, volunteers, donors, and you.

Go to ppmminimpactreport.org to read more about how we’re advocating and caring for both local and out-of-state patients in this post-Roe world.